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More Publicity Needed

The success of the Wrestling Team in its meet with Harvard last Friday may have caused some satisfaction in the student body, for when a Tech-teradon, drawn from a much smaller enrollment, and with much less spare time, can fight a Harvard team, for instance, the virtual victory is unquestionably with Tech. That, how-ever, is not the best of the results shown by this meet, for the great in-terest shown in attendance on the last inter-class affair indicates a marked improvement either in the interest of the Tech man in activities or in the management of the meets, or both.

We seem to feel that the men will come out as willingly to see a track contest with which they are not more or less conversant, as they will to witness a wrestling match, of which most of them are comparatively--

No Feasible Means have been suggested as yet for capturing the ancient visitor to the office of THE TECH. A trap was suggested, and this is a better method of capturing the ghost shows up a bit strong. The trap must be purchased and set. The stuff does not have much faith in the trap idea, because the visitor does not seem to be composed of anything stronger than air. The idea is not to kill the wraith, but only to capture it so that it may be made to give up the fatal secret of what is to happen on the fourth of March. In this connection it might be stated that two more typographic sentences were found yester-day in this issue for his benefit. 
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their data on the blanks as clearly as they can and by being prompt in submitting them.

As the Track Team is our most im-por-tant athletic activity—the one to whose support we are most often called,—the matter of its efficient management and therefore of its continuance is of considerable importance. A little study of the methods of the managers of the Wrestling Team, especially in the arrangements for the day, might be both an enlightenment and a help to those who are responsible for our Track Team and its finances.

COMMUNICATION.

Editor of THE TECH:

Dear Sir—The Bursar has occasion-ally so often to get after the students for for-roominess and other shortcomings that he must perhaps expect to have attention called to his deficiencies when they are as apparent as they are in this instance referred to in to-day's TECH, but he must express his satisfaction at just what was written in the statement: "His absence was noted among all the rest." Further-words, the Bursar knows that he objects most strenuously to being held up as a living example of an old "coward," and verily he is bound to be true to his belief that the writer of the article in question is aware of the meaning of "unre-" and "exemplary" life that he will feel no pride in the Bursar when he reaches his age. Yours truly,

P. H. Rand

Bursar

ALLEGED CLUE TO RUMOR IS FOUND

Scraps of Writing Indicate Importance of Number Five.

No feasible means have been suggested as yet for capturing the ancient visitor to the office of THE TECH. A trap was suggested, and this is a better method of capturing the ghost shows up a bit strong. The trap must be purchased and set. The stuff does not have much faith in the trap idea, because the visitor does not seem to be composed of anything stronger than air. The idea is not to kill the wraith, but only to capture it so that it may be made to give up the fatal secret of what is to happen on the fourth of March. In this connection it might be stated that two more typographic sentences were found yesterday in this issue for his benefit.
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their data on the blanks as clearly as they can and by being prompt in submitting them.

The Track Team is our most important athletic activity—the one to whose support we are most often called,—the matter of its efficient management and therefore of its continuance is of considerable importance. A little study of the methods of the managers of the Wrestling Team, especially in the arrangements for the day, might be both an enlightenment and a help to those who are responsible for our Track Team and its finances.

COMMUNICATION.

Editor of THE TECH:

Dear Sir—The Bursar has occasion-ally so often to get after the students for for-roominess and other shortcomings that he must perhaps expect to have attention called to his deficiencies when they are as apparent as they are in this instance referred to in to-day's TECH, but he must express his satisfaction at just what was written in the statement: "His absence was noted among all the rest." Further-words, the Bursar knows that he objects most strenuously to being held up as a living example of an old "coward," and verily he is bound to be true to his belief that the writer of the article in question is aware of the meaning of "unre-" and "exemplary" life that he will feel no pride in the Bursar when he reaches his age. Yours truly,

P. H. Rand

Bursar

THE TECH Wishes to Thank the Student whose communication is printed in this issue for his help. It is hoped that other men may overcome their innate bashful-ness and make known in that way a few more days remain before the terrible Fourth of March is upon us. We must solve the mystery and find some means of defeating the doom which is in store for us else we perish.
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